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Dear City Council Members,

Please see the attached letter of support for the Hillcrest Master Plan from the members of St.
Paul 350.

Best Regards,
Chelsea DeArmond (she/her)
651-968-1022

mailto:chelseadearmond@gmail.com
mailto:Contact-Council@ci.stpaul.mn.us



May 25, 2022


Dear Saint Paul City Council,


As we face increasing harm to our communities and our climate caused by burning fossil fuels, St. Paul


350's mission is to power Saint Paul with 100% clean, renewable energy for everyone.


The draft Master Plan for The Heights (formerly Hillcrest golf course) was released in January 2022, the


same month the Saint Paul City Council unanimously passed a resolution declaring a climate emergency.


It is in the context of this global crisis as well as urgent local needs for affordable housing,


family-supporting jobs, and sustainable infrastructure that we welcome the vision for a zero carbon


development at Hillcrest. Our hope is that Hillcrest will make the East Side a leader for the rest of the


city—and for all cold climate cities—for climate resilience and adaptation at the community level.


ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS: Pollution (pg. 12)


Due to the industrial history of the Greater East Side, our communities have a disproportionately high


number of brownfields (as stated in the EPA grant application for remediation funding, we are “burdened


by 379 known environmentally impacted properties, including 39 brownfield sites, 218 hazardous


substance facilities, 12 dump sites, 7 air quality sites and 143 sites with violations, spills, and leaks”).


Greater East Side communities also face increased health risks from air pollution caused by freeway


traffic on I35E and I94. The MPCA has identified contamination from PFAS in Battle Creek to the south,


Lake Phalen to the east, and in the East Metro groundwater. The Hillcrest Master Plan is an opportunity


to develop in a way that addresses the disproportionate contamination of East Side air, land, and water.


ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS: Open Space and Habitat Connectivity (pg. 13)


Connection is a critical resilience strategy, and we appreciate the way the plan bridges differing


neighborhood types (pg. 10), recognizes the opportunity to restore habitat connectivity for the larger


urban ecosystem (pg. 14), and arranges wetland and stormwater acreage so it is “connected, functional,


accessible, and valuable to the entire community” (pg. 37). These values are also reflected in the


Transportation section of the plan (pg. 29ff), with policies that include trail connections, integrating


public art and placemaking into the streetscape design, and calling for the City and Metro Transit to


provide the highest level of transit service.







ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS: Climate (pg. 17)


In addition to the statewide climate impacts noted in this section, the Climate Action and Resilience Plan


identifies Greater East Side neighborhoods as having high composite vulnerability for poor air quality,


extreme heat, and flooding due to climate change (CARP, pg. 22). The draft Master Plan shows how these


serious environmental justice issues will be addressed (through remediation, stormwater management,


tree canopy, and zero carbon development) in the Hillcrest development and hopefully offer strategies


for other vulnerable communities.


PROCESS, PRIORITIES AND GOALS (pg. 18–21)


We appreciate the work of the Technical Advisory Committee and Community Advisory Committee, and


the hundreds of neighbors who have contributed input in this process over the course of the last three


years. Members of SP350 have been engaged at each phase of the process. We urge the City and Port


Authority to continue meaningful engagement (including offering translation services, childcare, and


paid compensation when appropriate) that centers BIPOC voices who are most affected by the


environmental injustice noted above, in addition to the urgent needs for affordable housing and


family-supporting jobs.


We look forward to the Housing and Outdoor Spaces workgroups starting up alongside the existing


Sustainability and Urban Design workgroups, to help fill in important remaining questions about design


priorities.


SUSTAINABILITY (pg. 37–38)


We strongly support the site-wide Carbon-Neutrality Policies listed on pg. 38, and we note that many of


these policies help fulfill City Council Resolution 19-1870: “Committing to advocating for the renewable,


equitable, and locally-produced energy commitments expressed in the Climate Action and Resilience


Plan, and to opposing proposed new fossil fuel energy infrastructure.” For example, Policy S-4 helps fulfill


the goal of 200 MW of local renewable energy by 2030 (CARP pg. 39) and policy S-6 supports the vision


for district heating and cooling systems (CARP pg. 40). As community advocates, we're eager to work


with the Port Authority and City to ensure that S-5 and S-9 are achieved. We also note that these policies


help our utility partner, Xcel Energy, meet their commitments for Zero-Carbon Electricity and Net Zero


Vision for Natural Gas.


Other benefits of the local energy policies outlined in the Master Plan (pg. 37) include:


● Increases resource diversity and resilience when extreme weather events force utility-scale


power to shut down (as we experienced during the polar vortex)


● Protects us from volatile fossil gas costs caused by natural disasters (e.g. snow storms in Texas)


and conflict (e.g. the Russian invasion)



https://investors.xcelenergy.com/news-market-information/press-releases/press-release/2018/Xcel-Energy-Aims-for-Zero-Carbon-Electricity-by-2050/default.aspx

https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Net-Zero-Vision-for-Natural-Gas.pdf

https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Net-Zero-Vision-for-Natural-Gas.pdf





● Produces energy during times of peak demand (hot sunny afternoons) when the cost of energy is


high


● Makes renewable energy affordable and accessible to renters and low income households who


otherwise lack sufficient capital or physical space for rooftop solar of their own


● Can be structured as energy coops that offer wealth-building opportunities to community


subscribers that are otherwise limited to utility investors


● Reduces pollution from burning fossil fuels, a leading cause of asthma and other health threats


that disproportionately affect East Siders


● Reduces dependence on burning fossil fuels, which causes increasingly severe weather that


harms our communities and our climate


● Provides income opportunity for host sites who lease their rooftops and/or parking lots to


community solar subscribers


● Provides opportunity to strengthen community connections between the host site and


subscribers


TRANSPORTATION (pg. 28) & HOUSING (pg. 39)


St. Paul 350 is very interested in the intersections between sustainability and affordable transportation


and housing. As the cost of fuel for combustion vehicles and home heating increases, household energy


burdens are soaring. Thoughtful street design that is safe and accessible for walkers, rollers, and bikers,


and provides access to gathering spaces, entertainment, and employment creates a culture that is less


dependent on vehicle traffic and all the expense, pollution, and health and safety issues that come with


it. Energy efficiency reduces household energy burdens and electric appliances improve indoor air


quality and overall health. The Hillcrest Master Plan’s vision for a zero carbon community significantly


increases the long-term affordability of these basic needs and improves the community’s overall health


and safety.


A CULTURE OF RESILIENCE


In conclusion, we support the many aspects of this plan that make meeting our basic needs (air, water,


power, food, etc) visible and accessible, so the community can build a culture of resilience rather than a


sense that the things we depend on most are outside our control.


Given the urgent need for affordable housing, living wage jobs, and climate action, we urge the City to:


● Keep the Hillcrest development timeline on track


● Continue engaging community members on critical topics like housing and jobs


● Prioritize district heating and cooling powered by local solar


● Prioritize cooperative ownership of energy and housing


● Ensure that affordable housing and advanced energy infrastructure needs are fully funded, not


only for the sake of future Heights residents and workers, but also for the sake of the







surrounding communities and the entire city as we seek solutions to some of the greatest


challenges of our lifetimes


Sincerely,


Chelsea DeArmond


St. Paul 350 founder, 25-year East Side resident and small business owner, together with our grassroots


group of neighbors committed to 100% clean, renewable energy for everyone in St. Paul


chelseadearmond@gmail.com


651-968-1022



mailto:chelseadearmond@gmail.com




